American Sign Language Wikipedia Team

Deaf ASL Writers Presenting at the Wiki Conference, Sunday October 9, 2016, at 3:30:

Adam Frost
Deaf ASL
Editor & Founder of the ASL Wikipedia,
Contributed Article: “Charles de l’Épée”
frost@signwriting.org

Jason Nesmith
Deaf ASL
Article Writer
Contributed 3 Articles:
“Star Wars”
“Elon Musk”
“3-D Printers”
nesmith@signwriting.org

Holly Sharer
Deaf ASL
Article Writer
Contributed 3 Articles:
“Salvador Dali”
“Picasso”
“Thailand”
sharer@signwriting.org

Other ASL Wikipedia Team Members Available for Questions and Discussions - CONTACT US!

Stephen E. Slevinski, Jr.
Software Developer of the Sign Language Wikipedias
Without Steve we would not be able to write in the ASL Wikipedia!
SignPuddle.org
http://slevinski.github.io
slevinski@signwriting.org

Nancy Romero
ASL Article Writer
Contributed 48 Articles in the ASL Wikipedia...
WOW!
romero@signwriting.org

Valerie Sutton
Inventor of the SignWriting Script (the symbols used to write the ASL Wikipedia & all sign languages)
SignWriting.org
sutton@signwriting.org

With thanks to the Wikimedia Foundation for donating the server space to post the first ASL Wikipedias:
ASL Wikipedia on Incubator: https://incubator.wikimedia.org/wiki/Wp/ase
• ASL Wikipedia on WMFLabs: http://ase.wikipedia.wmflabs.org/wiki/Main_Page

Center for Sutton Movement Writing: a 501c3 educational California & US non-profit organization, sponsors the pioneering development of Sign Language Wikipedias